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A SALUTE T:'l JOHN WILCOCK • 

"Much of the world's trouble is caused bJ what I regard zs 'The Vertical 
Al:iance' theory, i.e., that one's country is automatically righter than any other 
country and sh~uld be automaticall,- supportz.d in ;ny conflict of interests. And 
yet h~w much more logical is 'The Hori:z-ontal Alliance' theory which !fates 
that the victims of all 'locieties share so much more in common w!th each 
other than with their leaders. The difference betwe£n LBJ and Mao, and Kosygin 
end DaG~ulle ind Wilson and C.:stro and Sukarno and all the other bullying 
despots is only one of degree: ell rde mas!e-. of more or less h~lpless peasants 
wh, have no choice bt•t to obei' and fight and die, o(ten fer something they 
don't unde:-stand or believe in. What got me to thinking these thoughts was an 
c:rticb, 'Russia's Nc-w Cl. ss,' in London's NEW ::..OCIETY magazine (7 Oct. 1965} 
which describes the privileges and extras available to the administrative class in 
Mo!c->w. About the men at the top, thg article says: 'Giving orders has 
inevitcbly become second nature for many cf them.' Giving orders. Yes, thzt's 
the key. There'll always be two maior type1 of people, of whatever nationality
those that give orders and those that obey them. You'll live longer (and happier) 
if you can st~!' out of the game and not join either side." (1) 

That is the kind of insiqht and advice John Wilcock regularly offers· his readers. 
For many years Wilcock - wrote a re-:-ular column for New York's VILLAGE VOICE. 
l\ut recently he left the VOICE to become an editor tnd part-owner of THE 
EAST VILLAGE OTHER (2) for which he currently writes a column entitled 
"Other Scenes.'' To John Wilcock who occupies a position on the hip anti
disciplinarian end of the New Left spectrum, must go much of the credit for 
the ~rind:,led individus.lism now seen emerging in that quarter. 

fn tha first editicn of "Othe,r ScE-nes" he echoed the thunder-tones of Max 
Stirner and Benjamin Tucker, saying: "So-called 'anti-social' behavior is often 
the mor.t constructive of all social be:iavior because it is an affirmation of the 
individual's right to exist individually in a collective structui.;... Freedom is 
obtained only by taking it, without stopping to define its limits (and 
inhibiting one's actions) in advance. Laws, also, are changed only by defiance
a defbn~e that cre.:tes the climate for legis"ative change ... 

''The intellectual's obligation to society approximates that of the artist: to. 
oresent to it a vision of r.omething that can be rather than what is, assuming, 
~f course, that the 'can be' is bue.d always on a mutual rat.pact for each other's 
freedom. True morality implies a tolerance for other attitudes and modes of 
life not necess~rily an endor3ement of them. The major immorality is in 
insisting (by coercion, blackmail. or law) that others live and think as you do ... 

":t is my belief that nothing is holy; nothing is 1.bove challenge and examination; 
and that the most firmly entrenched ideas, institutions and individuals are most 
in need of it." (!') 

Do n:,t look for a consistent libertaritn line of re11oning in his thought. 
Do not look for a formal presentation of ideas or I careful recitation of event, 
in his reporting. Do not expect his reviews to l:e more (most of the time) 
than a batch of brief but intriguing notes. What makes John Wilcock inherently 
worth reading is that he is an intallectual hurricane, spouting ideas and interHts 
in every direction and in vast profusion-blithely leaving his readers to prowl 
and pick a:nong the litter of trash and treat.Ure II he dashes off once more to 
ch3llenga and examine "other scenes." RAUL SANTANA 

(1) Quoted from "The Village Square" as syndicate•d in 14 Jan., 1966 issue of 
the Los Angeles FREE PRESS 

(2) THE EAST VILLAGE CTHER 

(3) Quoted from "Other Scenes" as syndicated in 4 Feb. 1966 issue of the 
Los Angeles' FREE PRESS. The EVO has a reciprocal Underground Press Syndicate 
arrangement with the FREE PRESS, the Berkeley BARB. East Lansing, Michigan's 
THi: PAPER, and Detroit's THE FIFTH ESTATE. 
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For the.past 15 years John Wilcock has studied what 
we now call "the underground". He has visited 30 
countries, lived and worked in half a dozen. One of 
the original staff of the Village Voice, for which 
he wrote a weekly column until early 1966, he has 
recently been editing The East Village Other. 

Now, still determined to publish and write without 
censorship, he turns to the oldest and most personal 
form of publication: · 

John Wilcock's OTHER SCENES, 
a fortnightly gazette will begin appearing twice 
monthly in January 1967. 

It will contain, of course, his famous column with 
news of the avant garde and sympathetic and some
times cynical comment on art, politics, pornograrhy, 
religion, pot, sociology, humor. In addition wil be 
news, pictures and features about the furthest-out 
and the furthest-in trends all over the world. Other 
Scenes will not waste its' readers' time covering 
yesterday whenever it can offer, instead, the news 
of tomorrow. 

Every year its intrepid editor will report personally 
from most of the following world capitals: Athens, 
Amsterdam, Budapest, Copenhagen, London, Mon
treal, Mexico City, Paris, Rome and Tokyo. At least 
once a year subscribers will receive, instead of the 
Gazette, some surprise: a rare herb, say, from Ja
maica, or maybe a set of postcards from Yugosla• 
via or a sex magazine from Japan. 

:t-John Wilcock, 39, is the author of "~Iexico On $5 A Day" and aim
ilar books on Japan, Greece & California. He lives in Greenwich 
Village and travels 20,000 miles each year. His column has appeared 
in the Village Voice, Evo, the Toronto Daily Star, Mainichi Daily 
News, Los Angeles Free Press, Be1·keley Barb, Australian OZ and 
Paris Gazette. 

Subscribe today: $5 for 20 issues. 

No copie~ of this newsletter will be available other 
than by annual subscription. 

----------------. 
WILCOCK, PO BOX 8, VILLAGE STATION, NEW YORK, NY, 10014 

ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND $5 0 CHECK 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
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From the OTHER SCENES INVENTORY REPORT
an archive of John Wilcock's Other Scenes

"The International Newspaper!"
"John Wilcock Takes Trips!"

See all available issues at:
http://www.ep.tc/otherscenes

Support the archive by purchasing the comic book 
biography of John Wilcock, including a history 
of Other Scenes itself, titled: "John Wilcock, 
New York Years, 1954-1971" by Ethan Persoff and 
Scott Marshall (link below for that)

Buy that book: http://www.ep.tc/book

A project from EP.TC - Until the O.S. archive is 
complete, new issues will be added to the 
archive (with additional audio commentary) with 
every episode of our podcast Spoken Word with 
Electronics: http://www.ep.tc/podcast

Additional information on John Wilcock is being 
added posthumously by friends of John at 
https://johnwilcock.net/

Feel welcome to distribute this PDF by any non-
commercial means

Enjoy the archive!

- Sincerely, E Persoff 
Archive Begun: O9 2O21
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